
Size Calibration fror FM
Quick Guide



How to calibrate the marking size 
 
Step 1: 

 
Click the Param at the bottom or press (F3) to adjust the parameter. 
 
Step 2:  
The field size is in accordance with the F-theta lens. (If the lens is 200*200mm, you need to 
change the field size as 200) 

 
 
Step 3:  
Then draw text to check if Galvo 1=X or Galvo 2=X  
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①Draw text  

 
②Prepare a test material (A piece of marking paper or metal sheet)  
③Mark  
If Galvo 2=X is chosen (means the text marked on the test paper is horizontal), then the Galvo 
1=Y  
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The operate is with Galvo 2=X  
 
Step 4:  
Adjust the size. This is the most important step. 
①Delete the text, draw a square (make the square size as 50*50mm as the picture shown 
below)  

 
②Mark and measure with a ruler to check if the lines are straight (In the photo below, the line 
is not straight)  
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③Adjust the settings, the default value is 1.  

 
With smaller setting value ( smaller than 1, for example, 0.975 ), the line will be more Convex. 
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With bigger setting value (means bigger than 1, such as 1.08), the line will be more concave. 

 
 
Step 5  
① Mark and measure the size  
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The X length is around 61.5mm, the Y-axis length is around 67.5mm  
X-axis                                   Y-axis  

&

 
② Adjust the setting value of Galvo2, click scale  
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Change the goal mark size, the real mark size should be the length of X-axis  
(Under Galvo 2=X )  

 
③ Click the scale under Galvo 1  
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Change the goal mark size, the real mark size should be the length of Y-axis, 
(Under Galvo 2=X )  

 
Notice: Maybe the setting value can reach the goal mark size for not only one time, so please 
adjust it to the real mark size accordingly until it reaches the goal mark size.  
④ Mark, and measure it. 


